Findings from Our Reader Survey

The Journal of Neurophysiology is dedicated to providing rapid, fair, thorough, and transparent peer-review. Our goal is to provide an optimal reading experience for our readers. In an effort to achieve this, we have recently conducted a reader survey to learn about your experience reading and using the Journal of Neurophysiology.

1. Cost of Publication

The Journal of Neurophysiology is published by a scientific society (the American Physiological Society) and not a large commercial publisher. Like many other journals, we incur costs through both subscription fees and publication charges. In general, however, these publication charges are intended to support our scientific mission. Authors also have the opportunity to make their manuscript open access immediately by participating in the AuthorChoice program.

2. Open Access Status

Although we also charge for color figures, there is no color charge if the first author is a member of the American Physiological Society, and color is mandatory for the Figure of the Month.

3. Editorial Policies

If an author is not satisfied with the outcome of peer-review, they can appeal the decision to the Editor. If such appeals are denied, the designated reviewer is invited to provide feedback. Authors also have the option of desqualifying editors or reviewers if they believe they would not treat their article fairly. We honor these requests.
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